ENERGY CAMPUS DOCTORAL PROGRAMMES

ARCHITECTURE, URBANISME AND CONSTRUCTION
- ARCHITECTURE, ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT
- VISUAL COMMUNICATION IN ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
- URBANISM

SCIENCES
- OPTICAL ENGINEERING
- STATISTICS AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH
- ERASMUS MUNDUS JOINT DOCTORATE PROGRAM EUROPHOTONICS, IN PHOTONICS ENGINEERING, NANOPHOTONICS AND BIOPHOTONICS

CIVIL ENGINEERING
- MARINE SCIENCES
- ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
- ERASMUS MUNDUS JOINT DOCTORATE IN SIMULATION IN ENGINEERING AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT (SEED)

ICT ENGINEERING
- COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
- COMPUTING
- ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
- TELEMATICS ENGINEERING
- ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
- AUTOMATICS ROBOTICS AND VISION
- MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
- BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
- CHEMICAL PROCESS ENGINEERING
- SYSTEM AND PROJECT ENGINEERING
- NUCLEAR AND IONIZING RADIATIONS ENGINEERING
- THERMAL ENGINEERING
- POLYMERS AND BIOPOLYMERS
- ERASMUS MUNDUS JOINT DOCTORATE IN ENVIRONOMICAL PATHWAYS FOR SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SERVICES (SELECT+)
- ERASMUS MUNDUS JOINT EUROPEAN DOCTORAL PROGRAMME IN ADVANCED MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (DocMASE)
- ELECTRIC ENERGY SYSTEMS
- SUSTAINABILITY